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Abstract
Piston rings in Stirling engines are run under very harsh conditions. This causes
high wear rate and short replacement intervals which leads to high service costs.
To find better materials a four ball test rig was modified to evaluate tribological
properties of new piston ring materials. A pin-on-disc setup for the four ball rig
was modified to imitate the operating conditions of a Stirling engine. In the test
setup a displacement sensor was integrated to measure wear and the setup was
also enclosed to be able to run the tests under a controlled gas environment.
To find suitable operating conditions the PV value as a function of crank angle
for a typical Stirling engine was analyzed and also ramp up tests of the sliding
velocity were performed. The surface properties of cylinder liners of Stirling
engines were measured and imitated for the counter surface of the test setup.

To verify the function and performance of the test setup and test rig, tests
with equal operating conditions were performed and evaluated. The results in-
dicated a high repeatability of the wear measurements but a lower repeatability
of friction.

The conclusions of the project was that the setup and rig was highly potent,
with good performance of the integrated displacement sensor. Some alternations
would still be needed to increase the performance of friction measurements and
gas flow regulation.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Description Units

µ Coefficient of friction [-]

τ Friction torque [Nm]

Dc Cylinder diameter [mm]

F Normal load [N]

H Hardness [N/m2]

k Adhesive wear coefficient [-]

L Stroke length [mm]

n Angular velocity [rpm]

P Contact pressure [MPa]

PV Operating condition [MPa·m/s]

rpin Test pin radius [m]

rsliding Sliding radius [m]

Ra Arithmetical mean deviation [µm]

Rz Mean roughness depth [µm]

S Sliding distance [m]

V Sliding velocity [m/s]

Vc Cylinder volume [mm3]

W Wear volume [m3]
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1 Introduction
This is a project together with the Stirling engine company Azelio. In this
section the background to the project is presented together with the aim, scope
and delimitation.

1.1 Background
The Stirling engine is a machine that can convert any external heat, as radi-
ation from the sun or waste heat from factories, into mechanical energy in an
efficient way. This energy can easily be transformed and provide households
and industries with sustainable electricity. Stirling engines has today a high ef-
ficiency but the high service cost is preventing the technique to break through.
To improve the service cost a better piston ring material is needed. The harsh
conditions the piston rings must endure, in terms of no lubrication, high surface
temperature and high sliding velocities, cause a high wear rate. This leads to
short replacement intervals of the piston rings, and possibly the cylinders, to
maintain the high efficiency. With better materials the replacement interval
could be increased and the service cost reduced, leading to a more competitive
and cost-effective solution.

1.2 Aim and scope
The aim of the project was to develop a suitable test apparatus to evaluate
piston ring materials. This was to be done by modifying or redesigning an
existing test setup for a four-ball test rig. Then the function and performance
of the final test setup and test rig was to be verified.

1.3 Delimitation
The project was limited to only develop and verify the test setup and test rig.
The evaluation of the piston ring materials was left to a later project.
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2 Theory
This chapter presents theories related to the thesis and consists of four sections.
The first section is an introduction to the Stirling engine and the second section
covers tribological properties and different test equipments, called tribometers.
The third section presents the test setup that was prepared for this project and
the fourth section explains fundamental sensor properties.

2.1 Stirling Engine
The Stirling engine was invented for over 200 years ago by Robert Stirling. It
is a closed-cycle external combustion engine i.e. an engine with a fix quantity
of working fluid, driven by an external heat source. The main features of a
Stirling engine is the two pistons that are 90 degree out of phase to each other
and a regenerator. The working fluid goes back and forth between a hot and
cold cylinder through the regenerator which intermittently stores thermal en-
ergy from the hot gas to then heat up the cold gas. This process follows the
thermodynamic Stirling cycle, involving the four steps illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of the ideal Stirling cycle

The heated gas expands and causes an isothermal expansion (1-2), the gas
is then pushed through the regenerator isochorically (2-3) which cools the gas.
The cool gas is then compressed in an isothermal process (3-4) and then pushed
through the regenerator again in an isochoric process (4-1) which increases tem-
perature and pressure.[8, 9]

Generally, the advantages of the Stirling engine is a silent operation and a
diversity of possible heat sources and applications, together with a high effi-
ciency. The main weakness is the high service cost. This depends on the wear
of the piston rings which is a result from the high temperature, high sliding ve-
locities and non-lubricated operation that the piston rings must endure. Other
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disadvantages is sealing and heat transfer problems due to gas usage, together
with slow response of power variation.[4]

There are three different Stirling engine configurations, Alpha, Beta and
Gamma. The Alpha configuration is the one of interest in this project. It
has separate cylinders for the hot and cold side and therefore also two working
pistons. The Beta and Gamma configurations has only one cylinder for the
heating and cooling of the gas and one working piston, the second piston is
just a displacer that pushes the gas back and forth. The Beta has two pistons
coaxially in the same cylinder unlike the Gamma that has a separate cylinder
for the working piston[9]. A schematic illustration of an alpha type Stirling
engine can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2: Schematic image of an alpha type Stirling engine[10]

The working fluid is typically air for low power applications and helium or
hydrogen for high power applications. Helium and hydrogen is used due to its
thermo-physical characteristics which induce a high heat flux. The working fluid
is also pressurized to increase power density. These high power Stirling engines
are more complicated to seal properly.[2, 9]

2.2 Tribology
Tribology is the key to understand what happens between two sliding surfaces
and why. This section comprises wear and friction, how surface properties and
working conditions affect these functions and how to measure them.

2.2.1 Wear mechanisms

To understand the wear on the piston rings it is crucial to understand the
different wear mechanisms in a two-body contact and how the different material
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properties in the piston ring and cylinder liner interact. The mechanisms of
interest in this project is adhesive wear and abrasive wear.

Adhesive wear is always occurring in the contact between two sliding bodies
when interacting asperities adhere to each other under movement and causes
material transfer between the surfaces. The material transfer can be either per-
manent or temporary, where temporary transfer can result in free wear particles.
The result of adhesive wear is an increasingly rough surface which causes high
friction and heat. How fast and severe this wear process is depends on surface
resistance to plastic deformation, normal load in contact and the interfacial
bond strength. This can be explained by analyzing a nominally flat surface
in micro-perspective. As seen in figure 3 the actual contact area is relatively
small.[1, 11]

Figure 3: a) Surface topography of a nominally flat surface and b) the actual
contact area, in black, when two such surfaces are pressed together[11]

If the normal load is increased the contact area increases due to deforma-
tion, where the surface strength determine the magnitude of deformation. The
adhesive forces is increasing as the contact area increases, which indicates that
a low normal load and high surface strength is preferable in order to minimize
the adhesive wear. The adhesive wear can be expressed in steady state by the
equation

W = k
FS

3H
, (1)

where W is the wear volume, F normal load, S sliding distance, H hardness
of worn material and k the adhesive wear coefficient which depends on the
material properties and operational conditions. The wear coefficient, as a result
of the state of lubrication and metallurgical compatibility, can be seen in figure
4.[1, 11]
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Figure 4: A graph over wear coefficient dependent on the state of lubrication
and metallurgical compatibility[11]

Abrasive wear can occur either between two surfaces where the asperities
in the harder surface plough the softer surface or when a hard particle plough
one or both of sliding surfaces. The first mentioned wear mechanism, so called
two-body abrasion, can result in the later mentioned three body abrasion due
to released particles. In order to minimize abrasive wear the hardness of both
surfaces should be high and with a hardness difference of 10% or less. To
minimize the abrasive wear further, the roughness of the harder surface should
be low, harder particles can be embedded in the softer surface and also keep
hard free particles away from the sliding contact.[1]

The conclusions of how to reduce the wear rate of mentioned wear mecha-
nisms, the following properties is to consider:

• Non to low metallurgical compatibility

• Low contact pressure

• High hardness of both surfaces

• Less than 10% hardness difference

• Low roughness of the hardest surface

• Embed hard particles in the soft surface

• Clean contact

Note that all the listed properties does not necessarily induce a low wear rate,
the properties needs to be chosen for the specific case and operating conditions.
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2.2.2 Surface data

To get relatable results the countersurface for the test rig must be as equivalent
as possible to the cylinder liner of the real Stirling engines. Data of the surface
roughness and hardness of the cylinder liner was given by Azelio but in order
to mimic the cylinder liner an understanding of the specified parameters had to
be achieved.

The surface roughness was specified with the parameters Ra and Rz. Where
Ra stands for arithmetical mean deviation which is determined by the integral
of the deviation from the mean line over a sampling length, divided by the
sampling length. In other words, this parameter does not differentiate surfaces
with low or high summits and valleys as long as the mean deviation is the same.
Rz on the other hand is the average of the five highest summits and the five
lowest valleys.[1]

The hardness was specified in Rockwell C, HRC, which is determined by
indenting the surface with a diamond cone with a 120◦ cone angle at a predes-
tined load (ISO 6508) and then measure the depth of the indent. The hardness
value is then taken from a table with the given depth and load. Note that the
hardness value can be translated to different units using a conversion table but
this is not an exact conversion.[1]

2.2.3 Friction in polymer-metal combinations

In a real Stirling engine the pressure and velocity is constantly changing during
a cycle unlike the four-ball machine that is designed to run under relatively
constant conditions. In order to define the first assumptions regarding running
conditions and to be able to interpret the test results, the expected effects on
friction for parameter changes should be comprehended.

The classical friction laws does not conform for polymer-metal combinations.
The second friction law states that a doubled load leads to a doubled friction
force. In a polymer with low plasticity index the real contact area will not
increase as much as the increase of load due to high amount of elastically de-
formation in the micro-contact. This may lead to a decrease of the friction
coefficient for an increase of load.[1]

The third friction law states that changes in sliding velocity does not affect
friction. For some polymers an increase of sliding velocity results in a higher
E-modulus due to viscoelasticity. This leads to a lower penetration of hard
asperities into the polymer and therefore a lower ploughing friction.[1]

The fourth friction law states that temperature does not influence friction.
Opposed to the sliding velocity an increase of temperature is strongly decreasing
the E-modulus of the polymer. The friction increases and near melting point
maximum adhesive forces are reached due to a significant increase of the real
contact area. This causes the friction to peak and at last the material will
collapse.[1]

The fifth and final friction law states that surface roughness does not affect
friction. For the case with polymer and metal the ploughing friction increases
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with higher roughness and adhesive friction increases with lower roughness. The
lowest friction is achieved at a roughness around Ra = 0.2 µm.[1]

2.2.4 PV limit

In an application with a sliding contact between a polymer and metal it is im-
portant to be aware of the polymer’s PV limit. When this limit is exceeded
the friction force and/or the surface temperature will not stabilize but instead
increase until the polymer collapses. PV is the product of applied pressure (P)
and sliding velocity (V) in a contact, measured in MPa·m/s. A PV limit for a
specific material combination and compound is however just an indication and
can vary from different applications and operational conditions, where typically
an increase of sliding velocity reduces the limit. The PV limit can be found
experimentally for a specific test setup by gradually increasing the sliding ve-
locity while holding the pressure constant, when a sharp increase of the friction
or surface temperature appears after a ramp up the PV limit is reached. The
step time between each increase should be long enough for the parameters to
stabilize. Another factor that indicates an override of the PV limit is when the
wear rate increases significant. This happens after the PV limit is surpassed and
therefore appears later than in the first mentioned method. Before the limit is
reached the wear rate is constant during change of the PV value. The PV limit
for some ordinary polymers is between 0.06 and 3.5 MPa·m/s. [13]

2.2.5 Tribometers

A tribometer is a device used to measure the magnitude of tribological entities,
such as friction and wear rate. This is often done by inducing a load and a
relative motion in a surface contact. There are a lot of different tribometers for
different surface contact arrangements, where some are adaptable for various
surface contacts and operating conditions and others are custom built for a
specific surface contact and operating conditions.

Before this thesis some tests were made in two different machines with a
pin-on-disc setup. The pin-on-disc setup consist of a flat stationary pin and
a rotating disc, where the pin is pressed against the axial surface of the disc
with a specific load. This yields a continuous sliding contact where speed and
load can be varied to simulate different operating conditions and examine the
relative influence of each change. In figure 5 an illustration of the pin-on-disc
setup can be seen.
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Figure 5: A schematic illustration of a pin-on-disc test [18]

The first tribometer used was the Micro/Macro, which is a multi-purpose
module based tribometer. This device can handle a wide span of different in-
puts regarding speed and load and can accomplish tests both on micro- and
macro scale.[14] The tests carried out for this project however had problems
with fluctuating measurements and that the rotating disc often got stuck. The
Micro/Macro tribometer can be viewed in figure 6.

Figure 6: The Micro/Macro tribometer

The second tribometer used was the TE67 Pin-On-Disc from Phoenix Tri-
bology. This is a more robust device, built mainly for pin-on-disc tests. The
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TE67 has an adjustable speed, a load that is set by adding or removing weights
and a linear potentiometer to measure wear[15]. The tribometer can be seen in
figure 7. The measurements with this application was more stable and the disc
did not get stuck. It would have been possible to proceed with this tribome-
ter but because of the low availability due to other research projects another
tribometer was chosen for the continued work.

Figure 7: The TE67 Pin-on-Disc

As mentioned before the so-called four ball machine was the tribometer used
in this thesis. The four ball machine is primarily used, as indicated, for four
ball tests. This setup is used to determine properties of lubricants and consists
of three balls placed in an oil cup, either fixed for a sliding contact or loose
for a rolling contact together with a fourth ball mounted to a rotating shaft.
Between the single ball and the others a force is applied from the top and a
relative rotation is set.[5]

The real name of the four ball machine is TE 92HS Rotary Tribometer,
seen in figure 8, and has the same manufacturer and software as the TE 67
Pin-On-Disc.
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Figure 8: The TE92HS Rotary Tribometer

This instrument has a high availability, is even more robust than the TE 67,
has many different applications accessible and is easy to modify for desired test
setups. The TE 92HS has different setups which makes it possible to achieve
a wide range of speeds and loads. There are two pneumatic load actuators
with different load ranges and two speed setups; low speed (LS) and high speed
(HS). For full specification, see table 1. All the following specifications and
information are taken from manuals that came with the tribometer.[16, 17]

Table 1: Specifications for TE 92HS

LS setup HS setup
Shaft speed [rpm] 60-3,000 100-10,000

Maximum friction torque [Nm] 20 1.3
Load [N] 20-1,000 20-1,000

200-10,000 200-10,000
Heater temperature range [◦C] Ambient-200 Ambient-200
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The TE 92HS has a 1.44 kW 230 V ac motor that transfers the power to
the output shaft through a belt. The high speed setup has a flat belt directly
connected between the shafts while the low speed setup has a toothed belt
that is connected to the drive spindle through a electromagnetic clutch. This
clutch is unique to Phoenix Tribology’s four ball machine and makes it possible
to terminate tests accurately by decoupling. The clutch is also designed to
simulate the start-up of ac motors.

The load unit consist of a load actuator, an in-line force transducer and a
crossbeam sliding on vertical columns. The crossbeam, that has linear bearings
to guide it along the columns, lies on top of the force transducer. On the
crossbeam is a thrust bearing that holds the test adapters, which is located
collinear with the drive spindle. A strain gauge transducer is restricting the
rotation of the adapters and measures the friction torque.

Tests are controlled and monitored with Phoenix Tribology’s software COM-
PEND 2000. This is a intuitive control software which has the features to config-
ure the system, program test sequences, calibrate sensors, directly derive results
from other outputs and program alarms and stop functions.

Programming of test sequences is done in the Test file window and is done
by for each row deciding which functions should be enabled or not, values on
all parameters and the duration for each row. The duration can be determined
either by a fixed time or, for example, when a parameter goes above or below a
preset value. For each row alarm functions can be programmed for all parame-
ters. The alarm can either be a warning or a stop function and is set by setting
high or low values for wanted parameter.

The calibration of any parameter in the software Compend 2000 is done with
the same procedure. The calibration is done by changing the "Bit" values and
the "Unit" values, where both have a high and a low value. The "Bit" values
represents the value shown on screen for the corresponding parameter and the
"Unit" values represents the actual value. First the values must be changed to
the factory setting, zero for the low values and 4095 for the high values. Then
measurements are made for a low and a high value, where "Bit" and "Unit" is
noted for each measurement. The final step is to change the "Bit" and "Unit"
factory values to the noted ones in the calibration window.

2.3 Test setup, former work
Prior to this thesis a test setup for the four-ball test rig was commenced. The
setup was not completed nor tested in the rig. The setup consisted of a self-
aligning test pin holder, a counter surface disc and a fixture for the disc, see
figure 9, and had all been manufactured.
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Figure 9: Test setup constructed earlier in the project.

The upper half of the test pin holder is connected to the spindle on the
four-ball test rig. The steel ball in between the parts enable the bottom half
to self-align to the counter surface. The test pin holder carries three test pins
which are all fitted with a steel sleeve before being tightened in the holder by
screws. The test pins was 8 mm in diameter and 10 mm long and the seats in
the pin holder were 8 mm deep, meaning that the maximum displacement was
2 mm. In the bottom part of the figure the counter surface disc can be seen
which is clamped to the fixture with four brackets. The fixture was supposed to
be bolted on the bottom of a bath that is part of a standard TE92 test setup.

2.4 Sensors
To be able to measure wear during tests a sensor are needed. There are a
lot of different sensors that can measure a distance or displacement, where
different types has different advantages. Before sensor and sensor types could
be compared some basic knowledge regarding sensor performance had to be
obtained. This by understanding the following terms:

• Linearity - The linearity decides how linear an output signal is in relation
to the actual measurements. The linearity of a sensor is often specified as
the "Non-Linearity" in percents which indicates how far from the actual
value the output is at full scale output (FSO).[7]

• Repeatability - How well an output can be repeated with the same input.
This is also specified in a percentage of FSO.[7]
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• Mechanical hysteresis - Hysteresis is the difference of an output when
approaching a certain measurement from different directions. Mechanical
hysteresis of sensors is due to molecular effects of moving parts inside the
sensor. The amount of hysteresis is specified in a percentage of FSO and
is often measured at mid-scale. [12]

• Resolution - The resolution specifies how small incremental change of the
input parameter that can be detected in the output signal.[7]
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3 Method
The literature study and an initial examination of the four-ball machine and
test setup was the launch of this thesis and gave a foundation to stand on
and a better understanding of what needed to be done. During the mayor
part of the project new important subjects successively appeared that needed
to be understood or earlier subjects that needed deeper understanding. After
the initial learning stage a project plan was established together with an aim
and scope for the project. The following sections are in-depth accounts of the
method and execution for the different parts of the project.

3.1 Counter surface
The counter surface in the experiments have been based on the three Stirling
engine cylinder liners were sent to LTU by Azelio. The cylinders were in different
conditions, where one was unused, one was moderately used and one was heavily
used. The counter surface for the polymer pins in the test rig should be as
close to the surface parameters of the cylinder liners as possible. To be sure
that the surface properties were taken from the right cylinder, a part of each
liner were cut apart and measured in a Wyko NT1100 interferometer. From
the measurements the surface could be inspected in a micro perspective which
gave a definite indication of how used the different cylinders were. The unused
cylinder liner had distinct honing marks, 30◦ and 60◦ degrees from the axial
direction of the cylinder, and no visible wear marks. The moderately used liner
had vague lines from honing and instead obvious wear scars in the axial direction
of the cylinder. The heavily used liner had a very smooth surface with a lot of
micro pits. The surfaces can be seen in figure 10 and 11.

Figure 10: Surface of unused cylinder liner
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(a) Moderately used (b) Heavily used

Figure 11: Surface of moderately and heavily used cylinder liner

After the surfaces were compared a decision was made to mimic the surface
of the moderately used liner to get as fair running conditions as possible. As
seen in figure 10 the unused surface had a lot of small sharp summits compared
to the used ones that seems to have smoother summits. The summits of the
liner surface are the first to make contact with the piston rings and therefore the
first to get worn. Even if the surface roughness is about the same for all three
liners the unused liner should induce a higher abrasive wear than the used ones
due to more ploughing because of the sharp summits. The heavily used liner
was obviously starting to get worn out and the pits in the surface indicates that
particles can come off and cause three-body abrasion. This means that imitating
the moderately used liner should give the most realistic result. When the right
cylinder liner was found and chosen the surface roughness measurement was
repeated six times on different spots on the liner, with caution not to measure
outside the sliding area where the surface was not worn. From each measurement
the Ra and Rz values were saved and the mean value for each parameter was
calculated. The hardness of the moderately used liner was measured in a macro
Vickers hardness tester. The indentation test was done twice and with a load
of 30 kgf. The mean value was calculated and converted to the Rockwell unit
HRC in which the hardness of the liner was specified by Azelio. The conversion
was done by using a hardness conversion chart[6] and was only an approximate
conversion.

The original cylinder liner was made of a cast iron and the best would have
been to find a rod with the same material to manufacture the counter surface
discs from, but no rods were found after contacting several steel suppliers. In-
stead another material was found that came in appropriate dimensions and a
hardness close to the cylinder liner. The material was a pre-hardened structural
steel, SS2541-03. The graphite in the cast iron may provide different friction
properties but for this project it was decided that the structural steel would
be sufficient. A new drawing was made for the counter surface discs based on
the former developed drawing with updated tolerances. Ten discs were fabri-
cated in the mechanical workshop at LTU and the right surface was achieved
by grinding, see machined discs in figure 12.
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Figure 12: Counter surface discs machined in a lathe

The discs were first sent to a grinding company called Finsliparna AB, who
was contracted to grind the discs parallel, with a cross pattern and with the
right surface roughness, with emphasis on similarity between the discs. The
grinding work however was poorly executed with zero consistency between the
surfaces of the discs and the wrong pattern. The surfaces were at least parallel
and flat, so the final grinding could be performed by hand in Tribolab. The
discs were wet sanded with abrasive papers with a back and forth motion on a
diabase table which has a very flat and smooth surface. The grinding pattern
and procedure were a trade off between grinding repeatability, imitation of the
liner surface and parallelism. As mentioned before and seen in figure 11 the
liner surface had both honing lines in 30◦ and 60◦ from the axis of the cylinder
and wear marks in the direction of piston travel. The wear marks had been best
replicated in a lathe with abrasive paper but it would been hard to clamp the
thin discs absolutely straight which had affected the straightness and parallelism
of the surfaces. To minimize the effect of pressure difference on the disc by hand
each grinding step was done in six directions in 30◦ steps and an equal amount
of repetitions. Different grit sizes of the sandpaper and number of repetitions
were tested and the surface roughness noted. Finally a procedure with good
repeatability was found and knowledge to adjust each grinding to the specific
disc. The base procedure involved sandpapers with the grit sizes 240 and 1200
with 20 repetitions in each direction and for each paper. The result of a typical
counter surface compared to the cylinder liner can be seen in figure 13, note the
drawn sliding direction.
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(a) Typical counter surface (b) Cylinder liner

Figure 13: Comparison between counter surface and cylinder liner with arrows
representing sliding directions

3.2 Evaluation and learning of existing test application
The initial setup was mounted in the four-ball test rig and tested. This was
partly to get practical experience of the test rig and partly to evaluate the
concept of the test setup. Pins in cheap POM material were fabricated and
used for the initial testing. The four-ball test rig had been used very little the
last years and there was a lack of available persons with knowledge of running
the rig. Therefore a lot had to be learnt by experimenting, looking at existing
test programs and thoroughly read the manual. When the rig was up and
running the test setup could be evaluated, vital functions of the rig tested and
malfunctions fixed.

It was determined after the initial testing that the existing test setup and
test rig had the potential for good test performance. The test rig seemed robust
and flexible enough to integrate a displacement sensor. Hence, the modification
of the four-ball test rig could proceed.

3.3 Modification of four-ball test rig
The initial tests laid the ground for how the test setup should be modified to
get accurate and reliable test results. The following sections describes how the
test rig was modified and why.

3.3.1 Calibration and programming

A first test program was developed with focus on a smooth and reliable start-up
sequence. This sequence had four steps:

• Start test with an empty row for 10 seconds.

• Start motor and initiate contact; The motor is enabled and a low speed
is set with the clutch decoupled. A small load is set to force the counter
surface to make contact with the test pins.
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• Apply rotation; Engages the clutch and increases the speed to desired rpm
under a short period of time.

• Apply full load; The load is continuously increased under a 40 second long
period. After that the full load is achieved and all parameters are set.

The start-sequence was shown to be important. It was seen that the motor
would not start if test started with the engine enabled. An empty row or a row
where, for example, the heating was started was necessary to make the test work
properly. If the pressure and speed was applied instantly or too fast the torque
and surface temperature got too high. A too slow increase of pressure could
also cause problems in terms of high surface temperature. This start-sequence
was used as a baseline for all testing and could be modified to suit any kind of
test, whether pressure or speed was gradually increased with a specific interval
or heating was applied, changed or withdrawn during tests.

Stop functions were set to terminate the test if something unexpected hap-
pened.The test would stop if the torque and surface temperature exceeded a
certain limit. Limits were also set to stop the test if the probe to target dis-
tance was too low to prevent any damage of the setup and more important the
sensor. An additional channel was added to directly obtain the coefficient of
friction during tests. This was derived from the load and torque measurement
and the data was saved in the same way as the other outputs. A live graph
could also be set to enable real time monitoring of the tests. This was set to
show the temperature of the bath and surface, torque and displacement.

The calibration of the thermocouples and load transducer were controlled to
see if they needed to be re-calibrated. The thermocouples were accurate enough
but the load transducer needed a calibration. This was briefly done by removing
the current test setup, replacing the load bellows with a stiff dummy bellows
and mounting a load arm on the rig which had a 10:1 lever. Then the procedure
from the Theory chapter, section 2.2.5, was followed. For this calibration the
low value could be set using zero load, in this way it was sure that the screen
would show 0 N for zero load. Because the 1,000 N load actuator was going
to be used the high values were set with a load close to 1,000 N. The tare
load of the lever without weights was 360 N and a 10 kg weight was available
for load adjustments. A 10 kg weight at a 10:1 load ratio would result in a
total load higher than 1,000 N. Therefore the weight was added closer to the
measuring point at a 6:1 load ratio. This resulted in a load of 949 N that was
used for the high values. To control that the load was measured correctly the
linearity between the low and high measurements was investigated. Therefore
two additional measurements were added in between the high and low. The
calibration result can be seen in figure 14.
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Figure 14: Measurements of calibrated load versus the actual load

During calibration there were some issues with the zero load which explains
the slightly negative measurement displayed at zero load. Still, the calibration
improved the accuracy of the load signal significantly and can be compared to
the existing calibration which is plotted in figure 15.

Figure 15: Measurements of existing calibration of load versus the actual load

To complete the calibration of the load the lever was removed and the test
setup was mounted. Then the load was zeroed using the ’Zero Load’ turning
wheel located on the signal acquisition box.

3.3.2 Displacement sensor selection

In order to find the most suitable sensor for wear measurements different factors
needed to be considered:

• Performance

• Adaptability
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• Cost

As mentioned in section 2.4, performance can be determined by the linearity,
mechanical hysteresis, resolution and repeatability. During the calibration of
the load it was observed that the linearity could be improved by calibration
by making small adjustments of the ’Bits’ and ’Units’ values. Therefore the
linearity was not the most important parameter in the choice between different
sensors. The resolution of the sensor was on the contrary an important factor
due to the extremely low wear in the real engine tests. If wear of a few microns
was going to be measured it would not be sufficient to have a resolution of
10 microns. The repeatability was also an important parameter to be able to
compare different materials.

The adaptability regards the size of the sensor, where it could be mounted
and, if possible, how easy it would be to integrate it in the existing data acqui-
sition software. If the sensor was small it could be possible to integrate it inside
the test setup and measure directly on the pin holder. A larger sensor would
have to be mounted outside the setup which had increased the amount of error
sources. Then the movement of the test adapter during tests and the stiffness
of the crossbeam would have to be taken into account. Moreover, the kind of
signal the sensor transmits could affect if the sensor could be integrated or not
with the software.

Price was not the most important factor in the selection of sensors but had
to be taken into account as well. A higher price had to be motivated with a
significantly higher performance or adaptability. Also, the project budget had
its limitations which meant that, for example, a super high-tech laser sensor
was not worth to consider.

The maximum displacement in the test setup was as earlier mentioned 2 mm
and the expected wear only a few microns. Only sensors with a measuring range
of 5 mm and lower were therefore of interest. Since the performance of sensors is
mostly specified in full scale output (FSO) a higher measuring range leads to a
bigger deviation for otherwise equivalent sensors. A lower measuring range was
therefore often advantageous. In order to utilize as much as possible of the test
pins it was however preferable with a range of at least 1 mm. In this way the
pins could be reused more times without the need of moving or re-calibrating
the sensor. The small measuring range shrank the market supply heavily and
only two different sensors were found initially with considerable performances.
They used different measuring techniques, the first was a LVDT type and the
second was an inductive type. A few other sensors were found for each type with
similar performance but no one that performed better. See table 2 and 3 for
specifications for each displacement sensor. The specifications in table 2 were
also translated to deviation in microns to be comparable with the specifications
of the other sensor.
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Table 2: Specifications for the LVDT type Burster 8739

Parameter Value
Type LVDT (Contact)

Measuring range 0-1 mm

Non-linearity <0.25% FSO, <2.5 µm

Non-repeatability ±0.1% FSO, ±1 µm

Hysteresis ±0.1% FSO, ±1 µm

Resolution Infinite

Output Voltage 0-10 V

Table 3: Specifications for the inductive type IPRM 12I9504/S14

Parameter Value
Type Inductive (Non-contact)

Measuring range 0.5-1.5 mm

Non-linearity <50 µm

Non-repeatability ±1 µm

Hysteresis ±1 µm

Resolution <0.01 µm (static 10 Hz)
<0.06 µm (dynamic 520 Hz)
<0.04 µm (range center)

Output Voltage 15-30 V

The specifications for these sensors were quite equivalent except the linearity
that was significantly higher for the inductive type. The higher output voltage
for the inductive sensor could also have required a voltage divider to reduce
the voltage to an acceptable value for the existing data acquisition box. The
repeatability and hysteresis for both sensors were a little higher than desirable
but would be sufficient if the duration of the tests was adjusted to increase the
total wear in order to minimize the impact of the error. The size of the sensors
were also similar and both would need to be mounted on the outside of the
test setup. From the comparison between these sensors the LVDT sensor was
chosen and a quotation request was sent to a retailer. The price for this product
including peripheral was about 8-10,000 SEK.

The supplier of the four-ball rig was contacted to get help in how to im-
plement a displacement sensor to the rig and what voltage limits the rig had
for different inputs. A very helpful technician gave guidance how to modify the
control system so it could be able to receive a signal from a displacement sensor.
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This was done by moving and removing links in the circuit board of the Serial
Link Interface Module (SLIM) unit that handles all the data acquisition, result-
ing in a two-wire analogue input in an existing 8 port connector. The voltage
limit for this input was 10 V. The technician also suggested another sensor that
they usually use for this type of application. It was an non-contact capacitance
sensor, possible to mount inside the test setup. They had a complete setup
including the sensor but the price was approximately 80,000 SEK which was
too expensive. Instead the name of the sensor and supplier was given and the
supplier Fylde followed by the Finnish retailer Kvalitest was contacted to get
information about the sensor and the cost of it. The product was a capacitive
displacement transducer FE-925-CDT-02, also known as CDT, and was driven
by a capacitive displacement amplifier and oscillator, FE-420-CD. The sensor
measures the capacity variations between the transducer probe and a grounded
and electrically conductive surface. The FE-420-CD powers the probe with a
highly stable sine wave oscillator and amplifies the resulting signal. The speci-
fications and cost can be seen in table 4.

Table 4: Specifications for the capacitive displacement transducer, FE-925-
CDT-02, together with the capacitive displacement amplifier, FE-420-CD

Parameter Value
Type Capacitive (Non-contact)

Measuring range 0-2 (0-5) mm

Non-linearity <0.1% FSO, <2 µm

Non-repeatability -

Hysteresis -

Resolution <0.5 µm

Temperature range -25◦C to +200◦C

Output Voltage 0-10 V

Price 21047 SEK

The specifications needs to be explained. The measuring range is specified
to 0-2 mm but the sensors real limits was the values in parenthesis, 0-5 mm.
The linear range however was only from 0.1% to 100% distance equivalent of the
electrode diameter, which for this sensor was 2 mm. This explains why 2 mm
was set as FSO. The linearity is therefore slightly better than for the LVDT
sensor. The repeatability was not specified in the data sheet for the sensor
but since there are no moving parts inside the sensor, no mechanical hysteresis
can appear and affect the repeatability. The temperature limit is above the
test temperature and the data sheet stated that the transducer has a high
thermal stability. The resolution was neither stated in the data sheet, but when
discussing the matter with an employee at Fylde it was explained that since it
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is an analogue sensor the resolution is infinite and that a resolution of less than
0.5 µm had been observed where the test setup had been the limiting factor.
This resolution would be enough to distinguish the wear of different materials.
The otherwise better performance of the capacitance sensor compared to the
LVDT sensor in addition to the possibility of integrating it inside the test setup
led to the decision to choose the capacitance sensor, despite the much higher
price.

A schematic illustration of the CDT can be seen in figure 16, with indices
for each dimension. The dimensions can be seen in table 5.

Figure 16: Schematic view of the CDT with indices for each dimension

Table 5: Dimensions of the CDT

L B G E H F
Body Body Guard Electrode Ferrule Ferrule
Length Diameter Diameter Diameter Diameter Length
16 mm 8 mm 6.1 mm 2 mm 4 mm 5 mm

Other important information that needed to be considered was that the
minimum bend radius of the microdot sensor cable was 10 mm and that no
bending of the cable was to be done closer than 5 mm from the metal cable
ferrule.

3.3.3 Remodeling of test setup

When environmental conditions for the tests were set and displacement sensor
chosen and ordered it was time to modify the test setup. To enable the use of
nitrogen the test setup had to be enclosed and the sensor had to be integrated.

The remodeling was done in CAD software Siemens NX 12. Part files of the
existing test setup had been given in the beginning of the thesis and could be
modified to suit the updated setup. To save time and money as much of the
manufacturing as possible would take place in the mechanical workshop at LTU.
The design of the test setup were therefore adapted to fit the manufacturing
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equipment accessible and available material. The parts were also constructed
for easy assembly, to maximize sensor stability and performance and to minimize
material waste and manufacturing time. The design work started with a reverse
engineering of a bath from an existing standard test adapter, where everything
was going to be fitted in the end. This was an important step and gave the
boundary of the test setup regarding dimensions and positions of holes, see
figure 17.

Figure 17: Reverse engineered bath

The next step was to find a way to mount the sensor inside the setup and
route the cable out through the bath. The initial concept was to place the
sensor in the centre of the setup with the probe co-planar with the counter
surface or just below. The CDT was meant to measure the distance between
its fixed position up to the rotating test pin holder. The cable was planned to
be routed through an existing hole at the bottom of the bath. The minimum
height from the bottom of the bath to the top of the probe was calculated with
the dimensions and cable restrictions from section 3.3.2. The CDT was then
modeled with the restricted cable which defined the boundaries of the sensor.
As seen in figure 18 the lowest possible height of the CDT was 38 mm. This
meant that the existing setup were 17.4 mm to short, since the distance from
the bottom of the setup up to the counter surface was only 20.6 mm.
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Figure 18: Modeled CDT with cable restrictions and measured height

With the boundaries of the CDT set a seat for the sensor could be con-
structed. The seat had four requirements:

• Elevate the bottom half of existing test setup at least 17.4 mm.

• Hold the CDT in a fixed position.

• Enable adjustability of the CDT’s vertical position.

• Enable simple assembly and disassembly.

The seat were constructed in four parts consisting of a distance block, a
sleeve, a clamp and spacer. The distance block was a solid disc, 19 mm thick.
The top centre had a counterbored through hole for the cable and to press fit
the sleeve. At the bottom of the block the hole continued into a chute for the
cable. The sleeve, clamp and spacer were the parts who were going to hold the
CDT in place. In order to get a stable fixation of the sensor and in a repeatable
manner, the sensor had to have a floor to rest on whilst fastening. Because of
the small outer diameter on the CDT together with the relatively large diameter
of the microdot plug it was not sufficient to let the sensor rest directly on the
edge inside of the sleeve. That was why the spacer was constructed. The cutout
enabled the cable to run through despite that the hole was too small for the
plug to fit. The clamp was simply a thin walled cylinder with a lengthwise cut.
When everything was mounted a screw through the sleeve fastened the sensor
by tightening the clamp. See figure 19 for illustration of the seat and mounting
order.
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Figure 19: CDT seat, modeled parts and mounting order in an exploded view

A section of the seat and sensor together with the bottom half of the existing
test setup can be seen in figure 20.

Figure 20: Section view of the completed bottom half of the test setup

When the bottom half was completed it was time to modify the upper half.
The existing test pin holder had a hole through the centre. Hence, the CDT had
no counter surface to measure to. The test pin holder was modified to protect
the expensive sensor and to enable measurements. The modification meant that
the hole was deleted and a shield was added. The shield had the task to protect
the probe from hard particles and residues from the test pins and also to prevent
the pin holder to destroy the sensor if test pins got broken in pieces. The harder
part was to get the dimensions right. This was done before the CDT had been
received and the performance verified. The dimensions were a trade off between
protection and performance. The maximum distance between probe and target
had to be 2 mm or less and the minimum distance had to be at least some tenths
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of millimeters to ensure protection. It was decided that a measuring range of
0.75 mm was enough. This because the test pins had two surfaces each that
could be used for testing and the maximum wear in the real engine tests was
0.3 mm. The two surfaces of the test pins would give a total maximum wear of
0.6 mm and a range slightly above that was chosen. Maximum and minimum
distance to target were then set to 1.5 mm respectively 0.75 mm. These values
were with a large margin inside the linearity range of the CDT and both the
counter surface disc and the probe would be left unharmed if the test pins would
break during test. In figure 21 the design and function of the shield can be seen
in the end positions.

Figure 21: Section view of the shield modification of the test pin holder and its
function displayed in the end positions of the test setup

The last thing to design was the lid. Due to the high velocity and force
inside the test setup the lid had to be tough to ensure safety for personnel. The
lid also needed to enable easy assembly and not interfere with other parts. To
keep the setup absolute dry, a tiny gas flow of nitrogen was to be added during
testing. The gas was to be supplied at the bottom of the bath and flow through
the setup and exit at the top between the lid and spindle. Due to vibrations
during tests the opening in the lid had to have a certain amount of clearance
to the spindle to eliminate the risk of interference. A lip seal could have been
used to seal the setup better but that could have induced unwanted behaviour
of the torque measurement and movement of the test setup. The clearance was
measured by pressing the bath sideways to its end positions and measure the
difference. This was the maximum displacement of the bath that vibrations
could cause. The measured difference was added to the diameter of the spindle
and the value was rounded up to closest integer. On top of the lid a sleeve was
added that was going to be welded on. This sleeve had a hole through it and
had as purpose to retain the lid a bit up on the spindle while mounting the
rest of the setup. To seal between the bath and the lid a suitable o-ring was
ordered and an o-ring groove, according to the installation instructions, was
added to the lid. The o-ring was made of a flourocarbon rubber, FKM, and
had a temperature range of -20◦C to +200◦C instead of a temperature range of
-30◦C to +100◦C that ordinary nitrile rubber, NBR, o-rings had. The modeled
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lid can be seen in figure 22. The edge in which the lid would rest on the bath was
initially modeled bigger but was reduced because of diameter limits of available
material.

Figure 22: Illustration of the lid

To ensure that no parts interfered with each other a section view through
the centre of the test setup was examined, see figure 23. Here, a part of the
spindle was also modeled to show the upper holes in which the lid was going to
be hanged in during assembly of the other parts.

Figure 23: Section view of the complete test setup

To monitor the surface temperature an extra thermocouple was added to
the one already mounted in the bottom of the bath. This was done by drilling
a hole 1.5 mm below the surface on each side and on each counter surface disc.
The holes were 7 mm deep which was just below the centre of the sliding surface
and had the same diameter as the thermocouple wire had. An equally large hole
was drilled through the upper most screw in the bath in which the wire could
be routed through in order to get inserted in the disc.
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When all parts were modeled it was time to manufacture. The equipment in
the mechanical workshop had its flaws and the performance and repeatability
was not for all situations satisfactory. Each step were therefore carefully thought
out for the parts with finer tolerances.

The distance block needed to be as planar and parallel as possible. Therefore
the block first got roughly processed in the lathe and then face milled, using the
first processed plane as reference in the fixture. The face milling cutter was not
big enough to cut the whole surface in one take but the existing equipment made
it hard to fulfill the planarity requirement with multiple engagements. It was
therefore decided to cut as much of the surface as possible in one engagement
and cut the remaining part slightly deeper. This resulted in an as plane surface
as possible and stable enough to not wiggle during test. The milled surface can
be seen in figure 24.

Figure 24: Face milled surface of distance block

Generally, the parts were methodically manufactured using a lathe, mill and
pillar drill with emphasis on precision and fit between parts. Circular pattern
objects were milled in a round feeding table using endmills. After the cutting
operations the screw holes got drilled and threaded. The distance block and
clamp of the CDT seat was pressed together using a hydraulic press. In figure
25 a close up of the manufactured CDT seat and test pin holder can be seen.
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Figure 25: Close up of manufactured test pin holder and CDT seat

Drawings of all the manufactured parts can be seen in the appendix.

3.3.4 CDT calibration

Before the test setup was assembled and sealed the CDT needed calibration.
For the measurements below the voltage was read from the amplifier display

and the distance was measured manually in a calibration stand, where only the
height was adjustable, using a feeler gauge and gauge blocks.

A main description of the calibration is that feeler gauges and gauge blocks
were used to manually set probe to target distances where the voltage for each
measurement was read on the amplifier display and noted. The calibration was
done using a magnetic laboratory stand with two adjustable axis, one vertical
and one horizontal, and a known flat surface. The sensor was fitted and fixed in
a flat bottom fixture on the horizontal axis, see calibration setup in figure 26.
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Figure 26: Pictures of calibration setup

A heavy and flat steel disc was put under the stand to stabilize and enable
the magnetism for the stand. A steel disc was used as target for the sensor and
was grounded to the amplifier. A big aluminum block was put under the steel
disc to elevate and improve working position.

Before the CDT was mounted the fixture was adjusted. This was done by
loosing on the vertical adjustment screw and the fixture screw for the horizontal
axis and then pushing the fixture down on the flat target disc to finally tighten
both screws. This made the fixture completely parallel to the target. After
that the CDT was mounted in a similar way. The vertical adjustment screw
was loosen and the fixture held down to the disc. Then the sensor was fitted in
the fixture, held down to the disc and carefully fixed by tightening the screw.
This made it possible to adjust the distance using the bottom of the fixture
as reference, since they were co-planar. This to minimize the damage of the
sensor’s surface. The feeler gauge and the gauge blocks where used by adjusting
the height so that the corresponding gauge piece just fitted in the gap with a
slight resistance. This, of course, entailed a human source of error since the
resistance may have varied a little between the measurements. Also differences
in surfaces of the gauge pieces may have caused differences in resistance. A close
up of the setup can be seen in figure 27.
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Figure 27: Close up of the CDT calibration setup

A lot of errors occurred during the initial testing of the CDT. The problems
possibly originated from the amplifier since the specified maximum output volt-
age never was reached and the output had different degree of linearity issues
for different settings. However, the remaining time of the project was to short
to send the amplifier to the supplier for a check. Therefore extensive work was
done to find a setting that performed well for the specific displacement range.
All the ordinary settings were gone through without any success, finally some
advance setting opportunities were found where the oscillation and gain for the
amplifier was set. Different settings of those, according to a table in the am-
plifier manual, was tested. The setting for a distance up to 3 mm seemed to
perform best, but neither reached 10 V output voltage. In figure 28 a linearity
test for that setting can be seen.
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Figure 28: Linearity test of the CDT

As seen in the graph the voltage/distance curve is straight up to 2 mm.
The 3 mm distance was possible to close to the maximum voltage output which
was just some tenths higher, far below the specified 10 V. The calibration was
therefore done on the span 0.1 mm to 2 mm, this to make it possible for future
adjustments of the measuring range. The calibration was performed according
to the description in section 3.3.1, with 0.1 mm for low ’Unit’ and 2 mm for
high ’Unit’. The calibration was then controlled by plotting the calibrated value
showed on screen for five different distances, including the calibration points.
The result can be seen in figure 29.
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Figure 29: Calibration check of the CDT
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This calibration was considered acceptable with a maximum deviation of
32 microns between the calibrated value and the actual distance and a smooth
curvature. A more accurate calibration method could have been chosen but
that would have needed much more time and likely a complete custom designed
calibration rig for the measurements. This method was chosen because of its
simplicity, ability to make descent repeatable measurements and that all neces-
sary equipment was available. The sensor was only going to measure displace-
ment and not absolute positions, which meant that repeatable measurements
was more important than the accuracy.

With this setup a noise of 10 microns was measured at 2 mm distance. A
noise of 10 microns was too much to measure displacement of a few microns
and led to a small but effective modification of the CDT seat. The CDT was
raised 0.5 mm which changed the measuring range to 0.25 mm to 1 mm. This
was still considered to be safe enough for the sensor and decreased the noise
to 1-2 microns. This final adjustment completed the CDT calibration and the
test setup could be assembled. To protect the sensor cable from the high heat a
silicone heat sock was applied, which had to be cut open and then wired around
the cable to fit the small chute in the distance block.

3.3.5 Gas flow regulation

With the test setup assembled and all openings and threads sealed, pre-tests
could be performed with a simple pressure regulator controlling the gas flow.
It was early realized that the magnitude of the friction torque differed several
times between tests with a sufficient nitrogen flow and tests without any gas.
It was also seen that insufficient amount of nitrogen led to unpredictable be-
haviour and oscillating torque curves. The gas flow was not constant over time
with this regulator and each time the gas flow became too low the container
needed to be flushed, ruining the regulator setting. The pressure regulator was
specified for pressures 0.05 MPa and 1 MPa which was way too high for the
tiny flow needed in the tests. This was perhaps why the flow could not be held
constant for a longer time. Other regulators were searched for online and a low
pressure oxygen regulator was found, the remaining time was however too short
to wait for another order. A gas flow regulation system was therefore developed
experimentally. The first step was to apply an extra pressure regulator of the
same type in parallel. This was connected in series with a shut off valve and had
the purpose to flush the test setup before each test with a short burst to clear
the setup from humidity. The pressure setting was hence much higher than the
first regulator. With this setup the low pressure regulator could be adjusted
and then locked but the flow drop over time was still an issue. The regulator
was experimented with in order to achieve a more constant flow by changing
the spring inside it. This still did not solve the issue but with a softer spring
the adjustment knob became more subtle, decreasing the impact of each turn.
Since the problem seemed to be a too low pressure in the regulator a ball valve
was connected after and in series with the low pressure regulator. The valve was
used as a restrictor and was turned almost completely closed, only letting out
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a tiny amount of gas. This restriction made it possible to increase the pressure
in the regulator which increased long term uniformity of the nitrogen flow. An
o-ring was also mounted on the spindle to decrease the area between the spindle
and lid. The setup was not completely flawless but was good enough to be used
for the evaluation of the test rig. See schematic diagram of the gas regulation
setup in figure 30, where A is the shut off valve, B is the high pressure regulator
used for flushing, C is the low pressure regulator used to maintain a low flow
and D is the ball valve used as a restrictor.

Figure 30: Schematic diagram of the gas regulation setup

3.3.6 Cooling of test setup

As earlier mentioned there were problems with exceeding the limit of surface
temperature. This led to the need of replacing the heater elements with cooling
instead. A cooling unit was borrowed from another test rig which pumped
coolant trough hoses. A copper tube was fitted through one of the holes meant
for a heater element and connected to the hoses with pipe couplings. The hole
was 12.5 mm in diameter unlike the tube that was only 12 mm. The heat transfer
area was therefore very low, hence the tube got wrapped up with brass sheets
to get a tight fit. Brass do not transfer heat as good as copper but with this
solution the cooling effect was sufficient to run the tests with out overheating.
The cooling unit was thermostat controlled so a hole was drilled through a screw
on the bath and a bit into the test setup. The thermostat could then be squeezed
in place and sense the temperature near the top of the distance block. With this
system the temperature could be held down and constant. With the cooling in
place the real testing could be initiated. The assembled and test ready setup
with all measuring devices, cables and tubes in place can be seen in figure 31.
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Figure 31: Complete view of the test setup

The black wire in the middle of the bath leads to the thermostat sensor, the
green wires are the two thermocouples and the orange wire is the CDT cable
with heat protection in black. The transparent hose supplies the setup with
nitrogen and the copper tube connects the setup to the cooling unit.

3.4 Determination of operating conditions
It is easy to get results from a test rig but in order to achieve results that has
significance to the real Stirling engine it is important to evaluate the different
materials at appropriate operating conditions and surface properties.

The modification of the four-ball machine begun by collecting and compiling
as much information as possible about former tests, both tests performed by
Azelio and tests performed in Tribolab at LTU earlier in the project. Operating
conditions of Azelio’s real engine tests was also gathered. The information
about operating conditions, dimensions, material and surface properties of the
Stirling engine was collected from former mail conversations between Azelio
and LTU. When all information was compiled a meeting with representatives
from Azelio was held to countercheck the information and to discuss other test
related subjects. The real values could not be shown but in table 6 generalized
operating conditions for Stirling engines can be seen.

The real values of these parameters are the normal running conditions of
Azelio’s engines that the tribological tests should simulate. The values were
taken from measurements in a Stirling engine, except the surface temperature
of the piston rings that was estimated based on measured temperatures of piston
and cylinder liner. Other useful information about Azelio’s Stirling engines was
that hydrogen and sometimes helium are used as working fluid. The real engine
tests performed by Azelio lasted for hundreds of hours and the material with
the lowest wear had a displacement of only a few microns. It was early stated
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Table 6: Generalized operating conditions in Stirling engines

Parameter Value
Maximum contact pressure on piston rings <5 MPa

Average contact pressure on piston rings <3 MPa

Maximum piston speed <6 m/s

Average piston speed <4 m/s

Surface temperature on piston rings >100 ◦C

that hydrogen could not be used in this project for safety reasons and the use of
nitrogen was discussed instead. From Azelio it had been seen that hydrogen was
more aggressive than nitrogen but that the impact and behaviour differences on
different materials was similar. Therefore nitrogen could be chosen for the tests
in the four-ball rig and be used to eliminate the humidity.

The operating conditions in table 6 was then compared to the limits of the
four-ball test rig to see which setup that should be used and if the rig caused
any limitations of the operating conditions. The normal force that was needed
to achieve the maximum contact pressure was calculated. This was done by
multiplying the maximum contact pressure P with the total sliding area of
three test pins, calculated from the test pin radius rpin,

F = 3r2pinπP. (2)

The angular velocity of the spindle needed to produce the maximum sliding
velocity was calculated from sliding radius rsliding and sliding velocity V ,

n =
V

rsliding

60

2π
. (3)

An expression for friction torque was also stated in terms of coefficient of
friction µ, total normal load and sliding radius,

τ = Fµrsliding. (4)

Equation 2-4 was calculated with values from table 6, r = 0.0025 m and
µ = 0.4, which was the highest coefficient of friction achieved in former tests at
LTU. The results were compared to the setup limits of the rig, taken from table
1, and can be seen in table 7. Again, the real values could not be displayed but
followed the same trend.

As seen in table 7 the calculated friction torque was far above the limit for
the high speed setup. Even if the coefficient of friction would have been much
lower in this application the low limit could have caused slipping issues during
testing if torque peaks would appear or if the torque would be significantly higher
during break-in. The low speed setup passed all the limits and was far more
robust due to the high torque limit and was therefore chosen for this application.
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Table 7: Transmitted operating conditions compared to setup limits

Parameter Value LS setup limits HS setup limits
F [N] <600 1,000 1,000

10,000 10,000

n [rpm] <2300 3,000 10,000

τ [Nm] <7.5 20 1.3

The normal load was far from the limit of the 1,000 N load actuator, which was
therefore used.

A first approach regarding the operating condition for the tests was to use the
maximum sliding velocity and contact pressure from table 6 to get accelerated
tests. As mentioned earlier the displacement for very long real engine tests
could get as low as a few microns. The time was a critical factor for the thesis
and the tests had to be as short as possible without sacrificing the reliability of
the test results. These operating conditions however led to problems during the
pre-tests with Azelio’s reference material. First of all, the temperature limit of
the material was exceeded and the material collapsed. This was regardless of
the thermostat setting of the cooler. The test were prolonged but the torque
constantly increased at a slow rate for some time before it sharply increased,
which caused overheating of the pins. This behaviour could be explained by an
exceeded PV limit of the material.

A simple model of the PV was then developed as a function of crank angle
in a Stirling engine. This to determine the actual PV conditions the piston
rings must endure during operation. The model was based on the operating
conditions from table 6 and has some simplifications and assumptions.

First, the total volume and volume change in the Stirling engine was investi-
gated. The volume for each cylinder was calculated from the cylinder diameter
Dc and stroke length S,

Vc =
D2

cπS

4
. (5)

Note that the dead volume between the cylinders and between cylinder head
and piston in top dead center was neglected in this calculation due to insufficient
information regarding the application.

With the cylinder volume found, the volume change for each cylinder was
plotted over crank angle. It was assumed that the crank angle is 0◦ when the
piston in the expansion cylinder is at top dead center. The volume change of
respective cylinders followed a sine wave and was plotted together with the total
volume, see figure 32.
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Figure 32: Volume change over crank angle for cylinders and total

For the ideal Stirling cycle, seen in figure 1, the maximum pressure is
achieved when the volume is at a minimum, that is at 45◦ according to fig-
ure 32. In the real Stirling cycle the maximum pressure is achieved at a slightly
higher angle. The exact number may differ between different engine setups but
for a specific, alpha type, model by Fette P and Abendshön M [3] the maximum
pressure was achieved at approximately 65◦. An assumption was made that the
pressure follows a sine wave. That was not an accurate statement though, but it
was enough for this fundamental investigation. The pressure values were taken
from table 6, that had generalized numbers for the contact pressure between the
piston rings and cylinder liner. A graph was plotted for the simplified pressure
curve, see figure 33.
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Figure 33: Simplified illustration of the pressure in an alpha type Stirling engine
over crank angle

As for the piston speed and sliding velocity of the piston rings, the speed
is zero at the top dead center positions. This indicates that the top speed is
reached right between these positions. The velocity for the two pistons was
related to the crank angle and plotted with the maximum speed from table 6,
see figure 34. Note that upwards movement of the pistons was set as positive
direction.
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Figure 34: Piston speeds related to crank angle

The pressure multiplied by piston speed gave the PV value over crank angle
for each piston ring, see figure 35.
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Figure 35: Illustration of how the PV value changes over crank angle for the
piston rings for each piston

The maximum PV value from figure 35 was located in the expansion cylinder
and almost reached 30 MPa·m/s, while the mean PV value on the contrary was
the same for each piston, 11.5 MPa·m/s. The maximum and average PV from
the graph was similar to the product of the maximum respectively average speed
and pressure. In the model the maximum PV only appeared for a short time and
was followed by a zero value, letting the piston rings recover between each peak.
Thus, the first approach to directly multiply maximum contact pressure and
sliding velocity was an inaccurate assumption and led to a far too accelerated
test.

As mentioned earlier it could be stated that the maximum operating condi-
tions from table 6 led to exceeding of the PV limit for the reference material. To
achieve as accelerated tests as possible without exceeding the PV limit, ramp
up tests were executed. These test had a constant load, corresponding to the
average contact pressure, and a speed that was ramped up step by step with a
specific interval. Different tests were performed with different step heights and
different interval lengths. The purpose of these tests was to find the PV limit of
the reference material, or at least when the material starts to behave differently.
All tests had the same operating conditions except the sliding velocity setting.
The first test was ramped up from a low speed to the speed limit of the rig, see
figure 36.
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Figure 36: Ramp up tests with different interval lengths

From (a) in figure 36 it was observed that a sliding velocity of 5.2 m/s
was the highest speed where no friction spikes occurred. This speed was also
the only one in (b) that had a constant coefficient of friction and no oscillatory
behaviour. It was therefore decided to proceed the testing with a sliding velocity
of 5.2 m/s. The PV value for this setup, with the average contact pressure and
sliding velocity set to 5.2 m/s, was far above the average PV value in Azelio’s
engines and would therefore give accelerated tests.

3.5 Testing
The modified test rig had to be verified with testing.

3.5.1 Pre-testing

A lot of pre-testing was performed to tune the equipment and test procedure.
In order to compare results from different test it was imperative to be able to
reproduce the exact operating conditions. It was also important to reduce the
amount of error and interruptions of the real tests since they were going to run
for a long time and each test took a while to get started. All the pre-tests were
run with the reference material from Azelio and with the same speed and load.

Maximum cooling of the test setup was needed in the beginning of the tests
to prevent the test pins from overheating, this because of the high friction
during break-in. When the break-in was completed the friction was much lower,
resulting in less frictional heating. Therefore the surface temperature of the test
pins was far below the temperature specified by Azelio with maximum cooling.
The solution for this was to apply maximum cooling during break-in and then
raise the switching temperature for the thermostat up to 60 ◦C. This led to a
failsafe break-in and a higher temperature limit after that.

Another parameter that needed to be understood and tuned was the already
mentioned gas flow. The setup could hold the gas flow relatively constant in
long term but a solid setting was needed with not too high flow nor too low
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flow. From the pre-tests it was observed that even for a constant flow where
a test worked properly for the first hours an irregular behaviour of the test or
torque increase could appear later. This could perhaps be explained by a flow
that was on the limit of being sufficient and that changes of the environmental
conditions in the room or minimal decrease of the flow was enough to trigger
the unwanted behaviour. The gas flow was increased in small steps until the
tests acted satisfactory.

Another issue that appeared during the pre-tests was that the torque mea-
surements became uncertain. The cooling hoses that were fitted to the bath
were heavy and small movements of the hoses had a big impact of the torque
readings which caused unreliable torque measurements. An attempt to fix this
issue was to clamp the hoses to nearby objects and to each other to hold them
in a constant position. This was not as easy as it sounds but it did at least
reduce the error. The torque was also tared for each test to give all tests the
same prerequisites. The problem was still present and it was noticed that the
torque reading was dependent on the temperature of the coolant. The hoses
became stiff as the coolant became colder, changing the hoses influence of the
torque. At the time it was no better solution for this than just tare the torque
before tests and check the torque again after the tests. Since the temperature
in the setup was the same during the test as directly after terminating it the
torque measured after tests could be used to manually revise the data for torque
and friction. The torque could not be fully trusted because of this though.

To have time to do as many tests as possible the test duration had to be
optimized. The only way to find out was to run a long test and interpret the
results. A live graph was used to keep track of the torque, temperatures and
displacement during tests. The long test was terminated after 70 hours when the
test had had stable curves for torque and temperature for at least 24 hours in the
beginning and end of the test. A disturbance of the gas flow had occurred in the
middle of the test which increased the torque and surface temperature for that
time. The mean torque for both periods was consistent and the displacement
was distinct in both cases. It was therefore decided that a test duration of 24
hours was enough to verify the test rig performance.

3.5.2 System for data acquisition and analysis

To keep track of all the test data and to continuously make notes and conclusions
from different tests a system was needed. A sheet in Excel was used to gather
all information about the tests. Before starting a test a row was assigned in the
sheet where the date, unique test number and test specifications was noted. The
test specifications was all the settings and materials used, as load, speed, disc,
cooling and test pins. Each counter surface disc had two numbers in the format
X_X. The first was the disc number and the second was the grinding number.
This way the counter surface used in the test could be tracked to measurements
from the optical profiler, which were saved in similar format. This also made
it possible to compare surfaces before and after tests. The condition was noted
for both discs and test pins. Sometimes multiple tests were performed with the
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same disc and pin, then it was important to differentiate tests with new or used
material. Before a test could be started a test file had to be chosen or created in
order to save the data. When starting a test a header with information about
the test was first filled, equivalent to the information written in the sheet. When
a test was done or for some reason interrupted, the mean value for torque and
temperatures, duration of test and other important observations was noted in
the sheet. Beside the rows of information of the individual tests a general
comment field was placed to gather general observations and thoughts from the
tests. This was a big help in the work of improving the test procedure and
operating conditions.

The data for each test were then imported to a script in MATLAB. The
script worked as a template where the same script was used and re-saved for
each analyzed test with some slight modifications. The data was imported and
named as ’TEST’ followed by the current test number. Each variable was also
named, in the same way for every test. Because of this, only the test number
had to be changed in the script in order to run it. At the top of the script
was a header with the same information as in the other header. After that
the variables of interest was loaded into subscripts and ordered in arrays. The
number of variables could be easily modified by deleting or copying a row and
change the variable name and subscript. Running the script generated pre-
defined graphs of the variables loaded. These scripts were also easy to modify,
if different plots were wanted or if multiple variables needed to be plotted in
the same graph. The standard graphs show coefficient of friction, torque, the
two temperatures in one figure, displacement and surface temperature in one
figure and displacement with linearized wear rate, as a function of time. These
were all plotted versus time in hours. The plot of coefficient of friction and
torque was plotted to see when the break-in of tests was complete, eventual
abnormalities and to pick out the mean values for usable data. The break-in
was completed when the torque or coefficient of friction curve flattened out.
The temperatures were plotted together to easily pick out the mean values and
temperature difference. The displacement was plotted together with surface
temperature since it was seen that the displacement measurements were strongly
dependent on temperature. This way it was clear when actual wear occurred and
when test pins simply expanded or shrank due to temperature variation. The
wear rate was interpreted by linear approximation using the ’polyfit/polyval’
function for the data interval with constant temperature and with a uniform
displacement behaviour, where the slope of the fitted curve was equal to the wear
rate. The linear wear curve was then plotted together with the displacement to
compare and check the plausibility of the wear rate. The script also wrote out
the wear rate in numbers as a final step. Mean values for the other parameters
were also calculated for the same interval and compiled in a table together with
the wear rate.
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3.5.3 Test procedure

The test procedure was rather easy but each step crucial to get the test started,
obtain the data, get past the break-in and to collect the correct data. The test
procedure was as follows:

• Start the cooling and set thermostat to 0 ◦C.

• Clean and assemble the test setup. Make sure that thermocouples and
other equipment is fitted properly.

• Turn on the test rig and computer.

• Close safety door and push the reset button on the SLIM cabinet.

• Open the COMPEND 2000 software and control that the right calibration
and test sequence is opened.

• Control that the operating conditions are set properly and change if needed.

• Control that the torque arm on the bath is in contact with the sensor and
zero the torque measurement.

• Write down information about the test in the Excel sheet.

• Choose/create test file, press start and fill in valid information in the
header.

• Turn on the nitrogen and control the flow by directing the flow to your
lips, then mount the hose to the bath and flush the chamber for 5 to 10
seconds.

• Monitor the test during break-in, after approximately 30 minutes the
torque starts to flatten out and the thermostat setting is to be changed to
60 oC.

• Leave the test and return once a day to control the status of the test.

• When test is terminated, turn off the gas on the main valve on the nitrogen
tube.

3.6 Verification of test rig
To be able to verify the four-ball test rig with the developed test setup it had
to be proven that tests could be run for a long period of time with consistency
of all control variables, such as speed, load and gas flow. The repeatability of
tests with the same operating conditions also needed to be high, together with
an confiding displacement read due to wear.

The tuning and problem solving of the test rig, mentioned in section 3.5.1
took far more time than expected and it was therefore not enough time to
perform as many verification tests as planned from the beginning of the project.
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For that reason a lot of the data brought up in the results comes from the pre-
testing. Some of the data is also from tests with insufficient gas flow. Most
important was that test with equivalent operating conditions were compared.
The displacement was the most important factor in the comparison and because
of the problems with the torque measurements both mean coefficient of friction
and mean surface temperature was used in the comparison.
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4 Results
In section 3.4 the operating conditions were determined for the verification tests
analyzed in this chapter, and for future material testing. These operating con-
ditions gave a PV value close to the limit of the reference material from Azelio.
The tougher operating conditions compared to the conditions in Azelio’s Stir-
ling engines were supposed to accelerate the tests and distinguish materials with
lower PV limits than the reference material. If more gentle operating conditions
were to be used, some materials might have performed better than the reference
material in the test rig but collapsed in the real application because of too low
PV limits. The operating conditions for the verification tests can be seen in
table 8. Note that test 62 was run without nitrogen and therefore needed more
cooling and a lower PV setting.

Table 8: Operating conditions for analyzed tests

Parameter Test 72 Test 75 Test 73 Test 62
Contact pressure Average pressure for all tests

Sliding velocity 5.2 m/s 5.2 m/s 5.2 m/s 4.5 m/s

Test pin material A11 A11 A14 A11

Thermostat setting 60 ◦C 60 ◦C 60 ◦C 20 ◦C

Analyzed time span 40–65 h 9–26.5 h 12–27 h 3–6 h

The results consists of four parts. The first and second part are both analyzes
from test 72 and test 75, which had equal operating conditions. The first part
analyzes the repeatability of the coefficient of friction measurements and the
second part analyzes the repeatability of the wear measurements. The third
part compares the results from two tests with different test pin materials, test
75 and test 73. The fourth part analyzes the impact that the use of nitrogen
has on the coefficient of friction and wear by comparing test 75, that was run
with gas, and test 62, that was run without gas.

The coefficient of friction and surface temperature as functions of time are
compared between test 72 and test 75 in figure 37. Note that test 72 had
disturbances in the middle section due to insufficient gas flow and the first
section was not stable long enough before the disturbance appeared. The result
was therefore taken from the last third of test 72.
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Figure 37: Coefficient of friction and surface temperature as functions of time
for test 72 and test 75

The mean coefficient of friction and mean surface temperature, for the ana-
lyzed time span specified in table 8, for each test are compiled in table 9 together
with the calculated difference between the tests for each parameter.

Table 9: Comparison of mean coefficient of friction and mean surface tempera-
ture between test 72 and test 75

Parameter Test 72 Test 75 Difference
Mean COF 0.030 0.053 +76%

Mean surface temperature 51.4 ◦C 56.4 ◦C +9.7%

The displacement and linear approximated wear as functions of time for test
72 and test 75 are shown in figure 38.
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Figure 38: Displacement and linear approximated wear as functions of time for
test 72 and test 75

The wear rate for test 72 and test 75 are compared in table 10.
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Table 10: Comparison of the wear rate between test 72 and test 75

Parameter Test 72 Test 75 Difference
Wear rate 0.518 µm/h 0.477 µm/h -7.9%

Test 75 and test 73 had different test pin materials but otherwise equal oper-
ating conditions. In figure 39 the coefficient of friction and surface temperature
as functions of time are compared and in figure 40 the displacement and linear
approximated wear as functions of time are compared.
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Figure 39: Coefficient of friction and surface temperature as functions of time
for test 72 and test 75
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Figure 40: Displacement and linear approximated wear as functions of time for
test 75 and test 73

The mean coefficient of friction, mean surface temperature and wear rate
for test 75 and test 73 are compiled in table 11 together with the calculated
difference between the tests for each parameter.
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Table 11: Comparison of the mean coefficient of friction, mean surface temper-
ature and wear rate between test 75 and test 73

Parameter Test 75 Test 73 Difference
Mean COF 0.053 0.051 -3.8%

Mean surface temperature 56.4 ◦C 56.4 ◦C 0%
Wear rate 0.477 µm/h 0.816 µm/h +71%

Results of test 75 and test 62 are compared, where test 75 was run with
gas and test 62 was run without gas. In figure 41 the coefficient of friction
and surface temperature as functions of time are compared and in figure 42 the
displacement and linear approximated wear as functions of time are compared.
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Figure 41: Coefficient of friction and surface temperature as functions of time
for test 72 and test 75
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Figure 42: Displacement and linear approximated wear as functions of time for
test 75 and test 62
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The mean coefficient of friction, mean surface temperature and wear rate
for test 75 and test 62 are compiled in table 12 together with the calculated
difference between the tests for each parameter.

Table 12: Comparison of the mean coefficient of friction, mean surface temper-
ature and wear rate between test 75 and test 62

Parameter Test 75 Test 62 Difference
Mean COF 0.053 0.16 +200%

Mean surface temperature 56.4 ◦C 80.1 ◦C +42%
Wear rate 0.477 µm/h 4.16 µm/h +770%

A summary of the results from all the analyzed tests are shown in table 13.

Table 13: Summary of results from all the analyzed tests

Parameter Test 72 Test 75 Test 73 Test 62
Mean COF 0.030 0.053 0.051 0.16

Mean surface 51.4 ◦C 56.4 ◦C 56.4 ◦C 80.1 ◦C
temperature

Wear rate 0.518 µm/h 0.477 µm/h 0.816 µm/h 4.16 µm/h
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5 Discussion
As mentioned in the method the amount of testing was not as extensive as
planned due to lack of time. Pre-tests were partly used for the final analysis,
up to test number 72, discs were not processed to the exact correct surface
roughness and the test duration was not always satisfactory.

The repeatability of the coefficient of friction for tests with equal operating
condition could not be verified. In the comparison between test 72 and test
75 with the same inputs the coefficient of friction was significantly higher for
test 75, see table 13. The temperature was also consistently higher so the non-
repeatable result could not be explained by a faulty measurement. This could
be verified by comparing the coefficient of friction and surface temperature for
test 75 and test 73, which were very similar, see table 13. Why this happened
was not fully understood. The great impact that the gas flow had on the torque
measurement, see table 12, could at least be a part of the problem since the
repeatability of the gas flow between test was not very accurate. The surface
roughness was neither exactly equal between tests which could affect the results
slightly.

From the results it was clear that the repeatability of the wear measurement
for tests with equal operating condition was good. For test 72 and test 75 the
difference in wear rate was less than 8%. By comparing test 72 and test 73 it
could also be stated that different materials gave distinguishable differences of
wear rate, far from the difference observed for the same material. See table 11,
where the difference of wear rate was over 70% between the materials. From
the calibration of the CDT a noise of about 2 microns was observed and from
the test results a displacement noise of about 4 microns could be seen. The
time between each peak and valley of the displacement curve was however over
a minute, indicating that the higher noise was probably from fluctuation of
temperature rather than sensor noise.

As seen in table 13 the surface temperature of all tests that were run with
gas was below the thermostat setting of 60 ◦C. It had also been observed during
tests that the temperature sensed by the thermostat was significantly lower than
the surface temperature which indicates that the temperature was far from the
thermostat limit and no overheating appeared during normal runs. This means
that the cooling would not be needed after the break-in. If a really gentle break-
in sequence would be programmed and tried out the cooling unit could perhaps
be dismounted, without causing overheating. The break-in would then take
longer time but be more controlled. Moreover the test procedure would be more
automatic, reducing the number of steps and the test could be left unattended
from the start. Most important though, would be the strongly reduced error of
the coefficient of friction. The heater elements could also be remounted and the
tests could after break-in be run with a higher temperature, closer to the real
operating conditions.

The problem with gas flow regulation was a consisting issue that caused a
lot of trouble and burned a lot of time. This was something that should have
been considered from the beginning and a more robust system been developed,
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but the gas flow sensitivity was not known and the difficulty of generating a
consistent low gas flow was underestimated. There are low pressure regulators
on the market with high precision that would improve the performance of the
gas flow regulation system significant. An other option would be to seal the
container with a gland on the lid opening and pressurize the test setup, but
that would need more modifications and research.

A lot of effort was put to find proper operating conditions which would give
smooth but accelerated tests with no unwanted spikes or oscillatory behaviour.
Regardless of that, all tests had spikes in temperature and friction, except one
test that was not shown in the results that was executed with another material.
The reason behind this behaviour was not evident and could depend on many
different factors. The reason could have been that the PV-limit of the materials
was almost reached, that the test environment was not absolutely dry and free
of contaminants or because of imperfections of the material in the test pins.

During the last tests it were seen that the test duration was a little short
to be completely confident of the results and that the test parameters was fully
stabilized. A test of a third material from Azelio was also tested but the 25
hours it ran was too short to distinguish any wear. To be certain that the
characteristic of the outputs would be consistent and to have more displacement
to approximate the wear rate on, the duration should be prolonged to about 50
hours.

From table 6 the average PV value in a typical Stirling engine is lower than
12 MPa·m/s, which is approximately the same as the PV value used in the
verification tests. This indicates that the materials tested seems to handle the
operating conditions in a typical Stirling engine.
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6 Conclusions and future work
From the results of the project it was determined that the test rig and test
setup was highly potent. The integrated displacement sensor could measure
wear with high accuracy, in terms of high repeatability, high resolution and low
noise. Small alternations is needed to improve constancy of the gas flow and
the performance of the coefficient of friction measurements.

To improve the performance of the rig and to get more confident results,
these suggestions of future work should be followed:

• Add a break-in sequence.

• Remove the cooling unit and remount the heat elements.

• Prolong the test duration.

• Change pressure regulator to a high quality low pressure regulator.

• Examine if PV-value for the chosen operating conditions is too high for
the test pin materials.
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